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Art heist of the century hits local gallery

“They was in and gone before I could put down my sammich”
"

"

"

"

The Sampsonite Art Gallery is
often considered to be one of the
nicest and safest galleries to house
your work. At least that’s what
artist Sketchy SweetRight was led
to believe. Sketchy is well-known
by many elementary school art
teachers for his techniques with
crayons and his knowledge of
paint by numbers. People in the
community were devastated to
hear that the priceless piece had
THE QUEST FOR 500,000 LIKES
Sketchy & Gus have set out on a
path to 500,000 Facebook likes.
When the duo was informed that if
they reached their goal they would
receive race car beds, they
immediately made a sign and started
their quest. Sketchy told reporters
that he plans on making the two

"
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- Stew the security guard

been taken. When asked about the
crime, Mr. SweetRight was quoted
as saying: “Priceless?!?!? Shoot I
spent at least $2.20 in supplies on
that piece and I wanna know
who’s gonna pay me back.” Police
are looking into the situation but
are coming up with very few leads.
The security guard that was on
duty at the time of the theft has
been put on unpaid leave.

The Stars are out!!!
The SweetRight Brothers
are heading to the hills. Gus
and Sketchy will be
performing at the 55th South
Atlantic League All-Star
Game to be held in Hickory
NC on June 17th. This will be
the third time the Crawdads
have hosted the event.
During a press conference
that the SweetRight Brothers
held at Billy’s BBQ, Sketchy
was very animated when he
said: “Hey Billy don’t be shy
with that sauce on my
ribs!” Gus was very
pleased to make the
announcement
and followed it
up with a second
announcement
that the duo would
be back at LP Frans
Stadium on July 5th. Make
sure you don’t miss either
show. Call the Crawdads at
(828)-322-3000 for tickets.
-Associated Press

See National Treasure 6A

cars into bunk beds and claimed the
top bunk. Gus didn’t seem to like
the idea as he informed Sketchy that
he would never sleep under him in
something that he built. They are
asking everyone to go to their
Facebook page and help their cause.
See Begging for Beds Page 8A
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